Issc m22 parts diagram

Reno, NV â€” - Ammoland. Inventory is scheduled for delivery during January, , filling the long
void of the past few months. Repair parts are in-country now, and will be available through our
warranty repair center, Sports World, in Tulsa, OK. LSI, through Sports World, will take care of
all warranty work that has been unavailable for the past six months. The M22 pistol is a.
Chambered in economical. Available in a number of colors and color combinations. The MK22
features an adjustable LOP stock in folding or fixed versions, a 16 inch barrel with flash
suppressor or enclosed muzzle, upper, lower and side mount Picatinny rails, fully adjustable
sights and adjustable comb. LSI will sell this model in black or sand colored stock. The rifles
will be sold with 10 round magazines standard, and 22 round magazines will be available as an
accessory item. With well-respected brands including Howa and Puma rifles, Nikko Stirling
optics, Escort shotguns, and Citadel handguns and shotguns. My problem with the M22 seems
to be all the above,. Every problems everyone else has, I have. As for parts i can not find any. It
seems ISSC is good at selling pistols and not to be found after you buy it. Kind of like a used
car sales man, Best of luck everyone. Assume a weak strike from the firing pin. Appears to be
somewhat common. What is the remedy for this? Replace firing pin -or spring? Where can these
be obtained? Hello, I had a mishap where my mk22 was dropped onto the stock. The stock
broke at the button release that allows you to fold the stock to the side. Is it possible i could
order a new stock from you for this firearm? This seems to be a common problem. I need info
on how to get the part replaced. It appears that I will have to replace the complete stock. Thanks
in advance for your assistance. Have mk22 rifle with broken folding rear stock, looking for parts
to repair, or new fixed stock. Thanks Ray. The pistol has now failed to operate properly. Second
try usually works. Please advise how I should proceed. Where do we send the firearm or who do
we contact? I was wondering how I can get my stock to stay shut it does not snap shut where
the latch is at also I was supposed to get a folding stock and was sent a fixed stock how can I
get this fixed you can email me or call me at I purchase a mk22 two yrs ago and just started
shooting it but it is misfiring 5 to 7 rounds a mag of I want to send it in to get fixed, can u give
me a addres? How about the easily broken stock? Is your service center putting the same weak
part right back on? How come they want me to send the rifle back, why not just send me the
part like the Ware, MA facility used to do? How come no body gets an answer? First time I have
seen this website. Surprised to, see my name there. And yes I did receive my magazines and I
would like to thank you. A great pistol. Helloâ€¦ I just purchased the long model of your ISSC
Handgunâ€¦I have spent hours trying to find anyone with a 10 rd mag that I can purchaseâ€¦can
you provide me an address to contact to get the new 10 rd mag? Very pleased to see that you
are actually making progress. I purchased the MK22 for myself for Christmas and got the model
with the fixed stock. I need the folding stock and at least one additional 22 round magazine.
How soon will I be able to order them? Also when will you be able to provide a price list for any
accessories that you will carry. Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. Bruce Haws. Robert E Braddock.
Harry Elston. Ethan Harrold. Janet Hamm. Who do i comtact for repair or spare parts for an
mk22 long rifle? Dennis Lunsford. Ray Facenda. Howard J Squires. I also would like to buy
another magazine or two for my m Robert De Forge. Robert Harvey Pena. I need the repair kit for
the original no 22 rifle. I have had stove pipes and light strikes. Gary comley. Matt Bond. David
HArding. Don Jennings. Phonzy Davis. Camran Goode. Victor Hinze. Craven moorehead.
George Hayward. Dennis Clark. Embed Size px x x x x It should be remembered that even the
safest gun is potentially dangerous to you and others when it is not properly handled. In order
to create your personal gun, please ask your dealer for the available line of accessories. These
conditions can impair your powers of judgement and reflexes. Always think the gun as being
loaded and with the safety off until you have established the opposite through the unloading
procedure. Always keep the muzzle of the gun in a safe direction with all handling. A safe
direction is towards an area where there are no people, other life forms or property that is not a
recognized target. Never point the gun at doors, panes of glass, walls, concrete, stone or flat
surfaces water included. A bullet can penetrate such surfaces or be ricocheted in an unsafe
direction. Never aim at yourself or other life forms. Never rely on safety mechanisms alone.
Safety mechanisms are not a substitute for careful, correct and secure handling of the gun.
Always treat your gun as if the safety mechanisms were not functioning. The best safety
precaution is a correct, well-trained and safe handling of the gun. Never shoot with a gun which
has been penetrated by water, sand, dirt or other foreign bodies. Never decock the hammer by
holding on to the hammer and pulling the trigger at the same time. Never let a loaded gun out of
your hand. Always unload the gun immediately after firing, before putting the gun away, putting
into a holster or handing to another authorized person. Never give the gun to a person who has
not thoroughly familarized himself or herself with the safety instructions and handling of gun,
by reading the corresponding instructions. Never leave the gun lying unattended and protect
the gun from unauthorized access. Never store the gun loaded, but rather remove the magazine

and ensure that no cartridge is left in the chamber of the barrel. Always keep the gun and the
ammunition seperate from one another, and ensure that neither is obtained by unauthorized
persons or children. Hammer gets decocked. Trigger lockThe enclosed key is used to lock the
trigger mechanism of the M Without the key it is impossible to disengage the safety. Use this
feature to prevent unauthorized persons from using your weapon. Drop safety automatic
internal safety The drop safety firing pin safety is only disengaged when the trigger is pulled.
If,after a fall, the hammer was released, then the firing pin would not be activated. CAUTION:All
safety devices of the weapon are mechanical safeties, and the shooter is theonly one who can
engage and disengage these safeties. Magazine safetyWithout the magazine inserted, the
magazine safety of the M22 prevents a round to be fired. A cartridge in thechamber cannot be
ignited. Always inspect the chamber of your pistol after the magazine has been removed from
the gun. Make sure that no cartridge is left in the chamber after the safety has been engaged.
Loaded chamber indicatorA small slot in the upper part of the slide allows for an inspection of
the chamber to see if a cartridge has been loaded fig. D Transporting the pistol:For your own
safety and the safety of others, always transport the gun unloaded and decocked. Never carry a
gun with you that has already been cocked and which has a round in the chamber. Transport
the gun seperate from the ammunition. Ensure that all applicable laws governing the transport
of firearms are complied with. D Handling the gun:D General:The gun is generally delivered
preserved with a thin, protective grease and oil coating. D Ammunition:For your gun, use only
commercial grade ammunition in its original packing whichcorreponds with the caliber of the
gun. The correct caliber is imprinted on the gun. Never use reloaded, refurbished, hand-loaded,
non standard ammunition of a different caliber. Put the cartridge on the feeder, near the
magazine feed lips. Pull down the spring of the magazine. Push the bullet to the backside of the
magazine. Load only the quantity of bullets into the magazine, you want to fire. Notice: Use the
side-mounted button to press the follower down and insert a cartridge under the magazine lips
fig. Do not use force. Damaged magazine lips will cause malfunctions and will render the
weapon useless. Tap the back of the loaded magazine against the palm of your hand. Properly
positioned cartridges inside the magazine help to prevent stoppages. When a magazine is to be
emptied, remove the cartridges one after the other by pushing them to the front side of the
magazine. D Inspections before useNotice:Make sure that the pistol is unloaded chamber
cleared, barrel clear of any obstructions, magazine empty for inspection and that the safety is
engaged. Functional inspection1. Remove the magazine, retract the slide. After the slide has
been released, the mainspring must press the slide fully forward. Insert the empty magazine,
retract the slide. The slide must be caught in its rearmost position. Remove the magazine,
slightly retract the slide. To decock the
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gun, press the decocker. Insert the empty magazine, fully retract the slide. Press down the slide
stop. The mainspring must press the slide fully forward. Remove the magazine, pull the trigger.
The hammer must not fall. Notice:Make sure that the pistol is unloaded chamber cleared, barrel
clear of any obstructions, magazine empty for inspection and that the safety is engaged.
Proceed with the functional inspection described under D Home Documents Issc m22 Manual.
Post on Jan 1. Category: Documents download. Always bear in mind: - Keep your finger away
from the trigger unless you really intend to fire. D Inspections after use Notice:Make sure that
the pistol is unloaded chamber cleared, barrel clear of any obstructions, magazine empty for
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